We model theoretically the dependence of excitonic absorption spectra of semiconductor quantum wells in intense THz electric fields on the phase and intensity of those fields, and discuss the implications of our results for experiment. The dynainical Franz-Keldysh effect (DFKE) in semiconductor quantum wells, i.e. the modification of their optical properties by an external AC electric field, has been studied extensively [1,2]. Typically the DFKE is measured by pump-probe transmission experiments, with a THz pump field and an ultra-short intehand probe. In tlus paper we use the extended semiconductor Bloch equations [2,3] to study the dependence of the DFKE on the phase and intensity of the THz driving field.
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Near the band edge there are two principle THz generated features [4]. The first is a replica of the 2p exciton state, which appears below the bandgap, due to the simultaneous absorption of one THz and one probe photon. The second is a sideband wluch appears two THz photon energies above the main 1s peak. In this work we investigate the dependence of these features on the phase and intensity of the THz field, and discuss the implications for experiment. Intuitively, one expects the phase of the THz field to be significant, as its oscillation period (~5 0 0 fs) is much longer than the 50 fs probe pulse. We show the phase dependence of the absorption spectra in Fig. 1 . The sideband feature in the continuum changes shape significantly as the phase vanes. The phase dependence of the below-gap peaks is much weaker. In eqeriments, it can be difficult to lock the arrival of the probe pulse to a particular phase of the THz field, and if, as is usual, an average over many experimental spectra is taken, then the results should be compared with phaseaveraged theoretical predctions. We find that the sideband feature is absent in the phase averaged spectra, and thus expect that it will be drfficult to detect in transmission (as opposed to in luminescence [5] .) The position and shape of the below-gap features are hardly affected by phase averaging.
The DFKE itself blueshfts all the main features. However, as the 1s -2p transition is dipole-allowed, the 1s exciton peak and the 2p replica are also Stark slufted by the THz field. We show an example of the resulting spectra in Fig. 2 . In th~s case the THz frequency is tuned below the 1s -2p transition, so the 1s peak undergoes a Stark redshift and the 2p replica a Stark blueshift. Thus at all intensities the 2p replica undergoes a net bluesluft greater than that of the 2s peak, as there is no significant Stark effect on the latter. The 1s peak undergoes a net redshift at low intensities where the AC Stark effect dominates, which becomes a blueshift at higher intensities as the DFKE shift becomes the larger.
We have further computed DFKE spectra in the presence of a finite population of camers. Initial results show a strong bleaching of the 1s sideband and a red sluft of the 2s exciton. [3] T. Meier, G. von Plessen, P. Thomas and S.W. Koch, "Coherent electric field effects in semiconductors", Phys. Rev. Lett. 73,902-905 (1994).
[4] K. Johnsen and A.-P. Jauho, "Quasienergy spectroscopy of excitons", Phys. Rev. Lett. 83,1207-1210 (1999) .
